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Why Elements of Psychology?
The purpose of this course is to
provide you with an overview of
the major areas of study in the
field of psychology. This course
will introduce you to concepts and
critical thinking skills that are used
in psychology and that will help
you learn to think like a
psychologist. You will learn about
major theoretical perspectives in
psychology, research methods,
and concepts from different
content areas such as physiological
psychology, developmental
psychology, social psychology, and
cognitive psychology.

Understanding some of the major
concepts in psychology should
prove beneficial for understanding
the mental processes and behavior
of people, as well as providing a
framework for future studies in this
About Your Professor
field. This course should help you
Dr. Jenel Cavazos (Dr. C.) is the Introductory
Psychology Coordinator at the University of
to develop insights into
Oklahoma. She completed her Bachelors, Masters, and
Ph.D. at OU, and then taught and served as Intro
understanding learning and
Psychology Coordinator at Cameron University in
memory, personality, stages of
Lawton, Ok for five years before returning to OU three
ago. She and her family (husband and three
human development, stress and its years
children) have lived in Norman for 18 years.
effects, behavior in groups, and
psychological disorders. Thus, the Contact Information
Dr. C’s Office Hours:
course will expose you to
Tuesday/Thursday 3pm-5pm and by appt.
Dale Hall Tower 736
information that is not only
Academic Tutoring Center: W 2:30-4:30pm
interesting but also useful in “the
Phone 405-325-1620
Email: psy1113drc@ou.edu
real world.”
Social Media:
Facebook: Psych with Dr. C.
Twitter: @jenelcavazos #psychwithdrc
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Textbook and
R e

q u i re d

Ma t e r ia l s

(1) We will be using King, The
Science of Psychology, 4th Edition
(McGraw-Hill) for this course. Both
options listed give you all the
required materials; the only
difference is whether you want a
print book as well as the ebook.
*Note: Online price is available by
registering through Canvas beginning the
Friday before classes. We will walk through
this the first day of class, so feel free to
wait until then to purchase.

ISBN (Connect Access Card – includes
ebook): 9781260246131
•
•

Bookstore price: $120.00(ish)
Online price (MGH): $90.00

ISBN (Looseleaf print book + Connect
Access Card): 9781260246132

YOUR GRADUATE ASSISTANTS

Office: Dale Hall 117
Email: psy1113drc@ou.edu
Office Hours: calendar will be posted
after first week of classes

•
•

Bookstore price: $160.00(ish)
Online price (MGH): $110.00

Approximately 30% of the
homework for this class is
completed online. Connect access
is NOT optional.

(2) We will be using a clicker
program (TopHat) in this class.
TopHat requires a subscription
(around $30 for the semester). You
will need a smartphone, tablet,
or laptop to access TopHat every
day

Abo ut Yo ur Teaching Assistant s
Graduate Teaching
Assistants

Undergraduate Teaching
Assistants
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Re quirement s and A ssignments

FINAL COURSE GRADES

Final course grades are based on the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Four exams: 400pts total
Three application assignments
(50pts/assignment): 150ptstotal
Connect assignments 200pts total
Class/clicker participation: 150pts
total
Experiment participation: 100pts
total

YOUR GRADING SCHEME

1000 points
There are 1000 points possible in your class.

1000-895: A
894-795: B
794-695: C
694-595: D
Below 595: F

Exams
There will be four quarterly
multiple-choice exams, each
covering approximately onequarter of the course material
plus a small amount of previous
material. The fourth (final) exam
will be comprehensive. The
questions will require not only
recognition of concepts and
correct answers, but will be
designed to test comprehension
and application of concepts as
well. Material for the exams will
be drawn from the text, the
lectures, and the online
classroom experiences. Notes,
textbooks, and other outside
materials will NOT be permitted
to be used during the exam.
The date for each exam can be
found on the course calendar.
Exams will be completed during
our normal class period. Please
be prepared to show ID when
leaving the classroom.
There will be no make-up exams
except as mandated by
University policy for Universityexcused absences, religious
holidays and major illnesses.
Please write down the exam
dates now so you don’t miss an
exam!
EX1: 50 questions (50pts)
EX2: 60 questions (100pts)
Ex3: 70 questions (100pts)
Ex4: 100 questions (150pts)

Connect Assignments
There will be several assignments
that will be completed online in
Connect. These assignments will
take two different forms:
Ü Interactive Exercises:
Interactive demonstrations
followed by a few multiplechoice questions relating to
each demonstration. Scores
are calculated based on
number of correct answers
given to various types of
questions. Interactive
Exercises can be completed
multiple times for a better
score, but your grade will be
reduced by 10% for each
attempt.
Ü LearnSmart (SmartBook)
Practice: Interactive
“flashcards” designed to help
you review the material
learned in each chapter. The
SmartBook system adjusts to
your level of knowledge;
scores are assigned based on
a mastery percentage.
These assignments are given in
units (a “unit” is from one exam to
the next exam). All unit
assignments are due at midnight
the night before that unit’s
exam. Late online assignment
work is not accepted!
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Application Assignments
There will be three application
assignments for the course.
Application assignments are
designed to get you thinking in
depth about topics as we go
along.
Ü Assignment 1: Classical
Conditioning
Find two examples of classical
conditioning and two examples of
operant conditioning in the media (from
a TV show, commercial, or print ad).
These must all be different examples
(i.e. four different commercials, ads,
etc.). Using the worksheet posted in
Canvas, you will identify all the relevant
components of the conditioning process
for each media source.

Ü Assignment 2: Major Myths in
Psychology
Pick one myth from the shortened
“Greatest Myths in Psychology” list
provided in Canvas. Create an
infographic related to the myth,
including a description of the myth,
possible source(s) and example(s) of the
myth, and at least three unique, factual
pieces of information showing why the
myth is false.

Ü Assignment 3: Abnormal
Behavior
Pick a famous or historical figure (from
the list provided in Canvas) that suffered
from one of the major disorders we
discussed in class. You will pick three
figures from across the five major
psychological disorder categories
discussed in class (i.e., schizophrenia,
mood disorders, anxiety disorders,
dissociative disorders, and personality
disorders). On the assignment
document in Canvas, you will name the
disorder and the category it comes
from. Next, using the provided
template, you will create a fake social
media profile for each character that
includes elements of their specific
disorder and related experiences in their
self-description or interactions with
others.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
In Canvas, you can find a grading rubric and
student checklist for each Application
Assignment. Please use these resources to
make sure you get the highest grade
possible!
Application assignments will be submitted
electronically to the dropbox for each
assignment in Canvas. Emailed
assignments will not be accepted!
Late assignments will be accepted up to
five days late, for a 10% off per day
penalty.
Please do your own work! All assignments
will be automatically scanned for
plagiarism, and all cases with greater than
a 40% match will be investigated!

Classroom Participation
All students will be required to
participate during the class
session using TopHat and other
assignments. Clicker questions
will be embedded within the
lecture materials and will provide
you with practice for exams as
well as immediate feedback on
how well you are learning the
material. Other participation
assignments (small group
worksheets, etc.) will be given
from time to time. If you are
absent from class for any
reason, classroom participation
points for that day can NOT be
made up*.
Attendance will be recorded
daily. While not used for formal
grade evaluations, the
information gathered will be
useful for statistical examination
of student grades.

Experiment Participation
To get a true sense of
psychological science, it is
important that students become
familiar with psychological
research. For this reason, all Intro
Psychology students are required
to complete a research exposure
requirement that will provide
you with firsthand knowledge of
psychological experimentation.
To complete this requirement,
you must earn experimental
credits by participating in
experiments conducted in the
Department of Psychology at
OU or complete an equivalent
assignment. You must be at least
18 years of age to participate in
experiments. Individuals who are
not yet 18 but wish to participate
in the experiments may do so
with the written consent of a
parent or guardian filed with the
Psychology Department (see
Canvas for an Underage
Participant Permission Form).
The completion of this research
requirement amounts to 10% of
the final grade in the class.
The Alternative to Participating
in an Experiment: If you are not
18 years old or choose
not to
participate in
experiments,
you may
summarize
empirical
journal articles to
complete the
research
requirement.
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Academic
Integrity
Academic integrity means
honesty and responsibility in
scholarship. Here are the basic
assumptions about academic
work at the University of
Oklahoma:
(1) Students attend OU in order to
learn and grow.
(2) Academic assignments exist
for the sake of this goal.
(3) Grades exist to show how fully
the goal is attained.
(4) Thus, all work and all grades
should result from the student's
own effort to learn and grow.
Academic work completed any
other way is pointless,
and grades obtained any other
way are fraudulent.
Academic integrity means
understanding and respecting
these basic truths, without which
no university can exist. Academic
misconduct -- "cheating" -- is not
just "against the rules." It violates
the assumptions at the heart of
all learning. It destroys the
mutual trust and respect that
should exist between student and
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professor. Finally, it is unfair to
students who earn their grades
honestly.
Academic dishonesty will not be
tolerated. This includes cheating
during exams and plagiarism in
written work. Please review your
Student Handbook for a
description of the university
policies and procedures for
cases of academic dishonesty.
integrity.ou.edu
Note: I do not allow students to
take copies of the exams out of
the classroom or to submit them
to exam files. Thus, please
understand that to do so, or to
use copies of
my exams
outside of my
classroom or
offices,
constitutes
academic
misconduct
and will be
handled
accordingly.

Canvas and Plagiarism
Canvas will be able to determine if the
content of your assignment is original or it
matches the content found in other sources,
including the website or papers submitted by
other students. After submitting your
application assignments, Canvas will
automatically generate an Originality Report.
When the Originality Report is ready, you will
see a percentage next to your submission,
indicating the amount of matching content.
A lower percentage rating indicates that
most of the content is original; a higher
percentage rating indicates that much or all
of the content matches content found in
other sources and may require further
investigation.
The percentage ranges are
associated with colors:
Blue: >= 0 and < 20%
Green: >= 20 and < 40%
Yellow: >= 40 and < 60%
Orange: >= 60 and < 80%
Red: >= 80 and <= 100%

Email Policy
Email is the easiest way to get in touch with me quickly, and I
encourage you to send me an email when you have
questions, comments, or concerns. In your email, please
include your full name and the class you are taking
(time/day). Common courtesy also requires some sort of a
greeting/salutation and clearly written complete sentences.
Please allow 48 hours for response to emails.
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Othe r Impo rtant Polic ie s
Incomplete Grades
A grade of “I” (incomplete) can
only be given in those cases in
which class work has not been
completed due to documented
reasons. University policy
prohibits me from giving an “I” for
failing grades and no student may
be failing a course at the time an
“I” is awarded. Exam grades will
be used to determine if you are
“failing the class” at the time you
request the incomplete.
If you are having serious,
documentable problems (i.e. a
death in your immediate family,
serious illness) that are keeping
you from completing the course
properly, come to see me as soon
as the issues arise to discuss an
incomplete. I cannot and will not
give an incomplete retroactively,
so please do not ask.

Notice for Students with
Disabilities
The University of Oklahoma is
committed to providing
reasonable accommodation for
all students with disabilities.
Students with disabilities who
require accommodations in this
course are requested to speak
with the professor as early in the
semester as possible. Students
with disabilities must be
registered with the Office of
Disability Services prior to
receiving accommodations in this
course. The Office of Disability
Services is located in Goddard
Health Center, Suite 166, phone
405/325-3852 or TDD only
405/325-4173.

Religious Holidays
It is the policy of the University to
excuse absences of students that
result from religious observances
and to provide without penalty
for the rescheduling of
examinations and additional
required class work that may fall
on religious holidays.

Lea rn ing O utcome s
What I Want You To Know

What I Expect You To Do

The field of psychology is very broad and is highly applicable to the "real
world."

You will apply a broad range of psychological concepts to "real world"
settings.

We use critical thinking and the scientific method to conduct and
critique research. Psychology is not just common sense!

You will evaluate claims using critical thinking and the scientific method.

Psychology is an evolving science. People are inconsistent and
inherently difficult to study, and we are still learning. The answer to your
question will frequently be "it depends."

You will identify the strengths and weaknesses of psychology as a science
relative to traditional "hard" sciences.

The connection between the brain and the body is very strong, and
psychology as a science is shifting toward an emphasis on the biological
model.

You will explain how our brain and nervous system affects our behavior.

Culture matters. Group influence matters. We tend to underestimate the
Power of the Situation.

You will describe the influence of social and cultural factors on our
behavior.

Much of who we are is driven by forces outside of our own awareness
and conscious control.

You will evaluate the importance of unconscious and automatic
determinants of behavior.
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(Tentative)

DATES

TOPICS

ASSIGNMENTS

Introduction (Jan. 16-18)

Syllabus & Intro to Course
Chapter 1: What Is Psychology? (Sections 1-4)

Register for Connect and TopHat
Begin Scavenger Hunt

Week 1 (Jan. 23-25)

Finish Chapter 1
Chapter 2: Psychology’s Scientific Method
(Sections 1, 2, 3, 5)

Week `2 (Jan. 30-Feb. 1)

Finish Chapter 2
Chapter 3: Biological Foundations of Behavior
(Sections 1, 2, 3, 6)

Week 3 (Feb. 6-8)

Chapter 3

Week 4 (Feb. 13-15)

Chapter 4: Sensation and Perception (Section 1)
Exam 1

Week 5 (Feb. 20-22)

Chapter 5: States of Consciousness (Sections 1-3)

Week 6 (Feb. 27-March 1)

Chapter 6: Learning (Sections 1-3)

Week 7 (March 6-8)

Chapter 7: Memory (Sections 1-6)

Application Assignment 1 March 8

Week 8 (March 13-15)

Exam 2
Chapter 9: Human Growth and Development
(Sections 1-4)

Connect Unit 2 due March 12
Exam 2 March 13

Week 9 (March 20-22)

SPRING BREAK

Week 10 (March 27-29)

Chapter 9: Human Growth and Development

Week 11 (April 3-5)

Chapter 11: Gender, Sex, and Sexuality

Connect Unit 1 due Feb. 14 11:59pm
Exam 1 Feb. 15
Scavenger Hunt Due Feb. 15

Application Assignment 2 April 2

(Sections 1-4)
Chapter 12: Personality (Sections 1, 3, 5, 6)
Week 12 (April 10-12)

Chapter 12: Personality
Exam 3

Week 13 (April 17-19)

Chapter 15: Psychological Disorders & Chapter
16: Therapies (Sections 1-4)

Week 14 (April 24-26)

Chapter 15 & 16
Chapter 13: Social Psychology (Sections 1, 2, 4, 5,
6)

Week 15 (May 1-3)

Chapter 13: Social Psychology

FINALS WEEK

Connect Unit 3 due April 11
Exam 3 April 12

Application Assignment 3 April 27

Connect Unit 4 due midnight before
scheduled final (see OU Final Exam
Schedule)

